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the contest is really simple. just create an account with clips4sale and sign up for the newsletter. then follow the account rules. clips4sale will randomly choose two studios for each winner. so, keep this in mind, you could be a part of this contest. clips4sale is not just a place for fetish videos though, you can
find literally anything on their site! there are over 3,000 models featured, each with their own subreddit, twitter, tumblr, and of course, their very own clips4sale account. and with over 10,000 models having their own clip4sale account, you could be making money in no time. if you like the idea of working in
the adult industry, or already work in it but want to make more, then clips4sale is the perfect place to do so. as a model, youll work with a producer or studio to create your own clips4sale account. as a producer, youll get to work with the models you want to shoot, in the way you want to shoot them. as a
studio, youll get to work with thousands of models, and produce content in the style you want to produce it. clips4sale is a step by step platform where performers can build their business, make their money, and keep their audience entertained. it offers a free account, a free profile, free video uploading, and
even pays out to performers. if you like the idea of working in the adult industry, or already work in it but want to make more, then clips4sale is the perfect place to do so. as a model, youll work with a producer or studio to create your own clips4sale account. as a producer, youll get to work with the models
you want to shoot, in the way you want to shoot them. as a studio, youll get to work with thousands of models, and produce content in the style you want to produce it.
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